Adolescent Lives in Time of War and Conflict Keynote checklist
____Include a heading on each slide
____Please add or include a Title Slide that has Book Title, # of pages, Your name
and maybe a picture of the cover of your book!
____Map of setting is included. it is clear from the map and the explanation
below it exactly where the story took place.
____Author background is provided. Photo of author is provided if available. Did
you check Google images with author name and book title to find one?
____Provides a brief summary of novel.
____Provides a brief description of characters.
____Provides details about WHEN the novel is set.
____Provides info about the main CONFLICTS in the novel.
____Provides info on the CURRENT political system (type of government, leader
of the country) and compares it to the time period in the novel.
____A Current Event with a Link provided to the story
____LOTS of customs and traditions of the culture of the country where the novel
is set.
Note—you could make this more interesting by adding a few images related to
the customs or traditions you learned about.
____3 important passages with page numbers. These may be the passage that
relates to the title or a turning point in the book or a conflict (political, social,
cultural)
____Common themes or archetypes you discovered in the novel (using your
world lit introductory notes). You provided MORE than just a list of these themes.
Give a brief explanation in a sentence or two of how the theme or archetype
applies to your novel.
____A List of Movies or documentaries ABOUT your country. Please add the little
movie blurb about each one so we have an idea what the movie is about.
____Include a MINIMUM of 5 new vocabulary terms unique to the culture you are reading about.
Also include an image of each.

